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Sharing a
view of life
by Violet Snow

W

hen you find a romantic
partner, what draws you together are usually mutual attraction,
both physical and emotional,
and interests in common. But
what makes a relationship stick
over the long term may have as much to do with
differences as with similarities. At least that how
my marriage seems to work.
Sparrow and I have been together for almost 33
years. The first 15 were the hardest, when I felt
our differences might be insurmountable. At first,
all we saw were the commonalities. We met in a
poetry workshop in Manhattan, so we had writing
as an immediate bond. He was a devoted meditator, and he talked me into reviving the meditation
practice I had dropped eight years before. We had
a giddy spring romance in Tompkins Square Park
in the East Village.
When we decided to travel together, though, the
cracks began to show.
On our first day in London, I was eager to get
out and see the sights, so we left our youth hostel, in the suburb of Tottenham and climbed to the
top of a double-decker bus. After a long, boring,
windy, cold ride, we reached Trafalgar Square only
to find jet lag had caught up with me, and I was
too tired to walk around. On the way back, in a
fine drizzle, Sparrow informed me that when he
reached a new place, he liked to be still and let
himself adjust before going out. He really just
wanted to sit and write.
Infuriated by his implication that he was an artiste and I was a mere tourist, I stopped speaking
to him. Back in Tottenham, we bought lentils, rice,
and green peppers, and Sparrow cooked dinner at
the hostel. Right there was a difference I learned
to appreciate: I hate to cook, but he’s perfectly
willing to labor over a stove to accommodate his
vegetarian, no-garlic diet. Luckily, although an
omnivore, I’ve never been a big meat eater.
Our six months in Britain went pretty much
like that first day, until I peeled off and headed for
Bombay, alone. We made a plan to meet up again in
India, after he’d explored Europe, but I came down
with malaria and flew home after four months.
That fall, we tried again in the East Village. Living together was tricky. It turned out Sparrow had
a rule that he didn’t speak before noon, so he could
write and think. As soon as he was done writing,
he wanted to talk nonstop, which made me feel
invaded. Eventually, I realized his insistence on
communicating with me was what forced us to
resolve tensions when I wanted to withdraw. On
the other hand, he
appreciated my ability to leave him alone
to focus on his writing, and I was nourished by having time
for my own projects
each morning.

DION OGUST

Violet Snow and Sparrow.

Manhattan. After seven years of negotiating over
where to live, I made a unilateral declaration that
I was moving. We nearly broke up, but instead,
he followed me to
the Catskills, which
touched me deeply.
By then we had
a child. I imagined
that once she was
out of the house,
we’d split up. I’d
live in a one-room
cabin in the woods,
and Sparrow would
move in with his
meditation
group
in Queens. But our
years of intermittent
couples therapy and
diligent practice at communication led to a gradual decrease in our fights. After I lost my computer
job, I started writing again, and now we both work
from home.
This arrangement has the potential for stress,
but he’s a night person, and I’m a morning person,
so we both get plenty of time to ourselves. When
we start talking in the afternoon, it’s a nice break
from work, and we catch up with each other.

It takes compromise and
negotiation to navigate
our differences, but our
preferences often turn
out to be complementary.

Being with other
people was a trial.
Sparrow’s talent for
conversation is legendary, and he has
a tremendous drive
to socialize. I generally fall into silence in a group of more than two
(although I’ve improved over the years). Dinners with other couples were a bust for me, and
he’s generally the last one to leave any party. For
years, our social life led to bitter fights. I gradually
learned I didn’t have to go everywhere he wanted
to go. I spent time with my own friends, one on
one. This independence has given us flexibility
and kept either of us from being dominated by the
other’s interests.
Our biggest challenge came when I realized I
didn’t like poetry. I stopped writing, started studying medicinal herbs, and became a nature mystic
and computer programmer. I longed to move upstate and commune with the plants, but he loved

Lately, Sparrow has been spending about a
third of each month in Brooklyn, so he can keep
an eye on his 99-year-old father. I enjoy having
the house to myself, being able to spread out and
make noise and not have to deal with another per-

son’s presence. Then, around the time I’m starting
to miss him, he comes back, and he’s glad to get a
respite from the constant activity of city life.
He has continued to cook, although his carpal
tunnel syndrome prevents him from chopping
vegetables. When I was in charge of the vegetables, our dinners consisted of beans, rice, and a
weekly vegetable dish. One day I confessed that
I didn’t mind chopping, I just didn’t like selecting
the vegetables and washing them. Now we have a
division of labor and daily cooked vegetables.
It takes compromise and negotiation to navigate
our differences, but our preferences often turn out
to be complementary. We’re able to work through
the compromises because we share underlying
values that are congruent. When we get down to
talking about bedrock beliefs, I realize that we
share a view of life that makes us feel profoundly
right for each other. In the ways that matter most,
we do have a lot in common.

Jessica Rice
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Don’t be oblivious to love
People still respond to each
other big-time, our intrepid
investigator reports
by Elisabeth Henry

Y

ears ago, I interviewed Roz Ryan
at Sardi’s during the Broadway run
of Ain’t Misbehavin’. A beautifully
Rubenesque woman with a brilliant
smile, she radiated love. We sat with
her manager and a photographer.
Our waiter was a small, dark man with a very
pampered mustache. When it came time to take
Ms. Ryan’s order, he glanced into her eyes, and
then stayed there. For a heartbeat they remained
motionless, and no one spoke. Then he leaned
near and whispered something in her ear. She
giggled and replied: “You devil.”
845-834-3800
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He smiled slightly, tucked his order pad into his
jacket pocket, turned, and walked away smartly,
squaring his shoulders.
This is called flirting.
The aforementioned is a special
type of flirting – playful, intelligent, whimsical. It’s gone the way
of the dodo. I can’t imagine this
happening today. Some blighted
spirit is moving through us, or perhaps, it’s staring
at us from the top flight of a stone staircase, like

Fleurette Flick, the terrifying dormitory mother of
my girls’ school days.
It is as though we are all tattooed with hickeys and are late
for curfew, and we feel so, so
bad about it. What a shame.
Worse, it’s as if any “signals”
indicate that, next, vows will be
exchanged and legal forms will
be filed.
Can we not just chillax?
Flirting is natural.
I once had the sad duty to attend a herd dispersal. A venerable horse breeder had died unexpectedly, with no heirs and no will. The property and
the animals were to be auctioned off.
The mares were let out into the pasture. This allowed them to relax and gain distance from the
noisy crowd of humans. How could those mares
be gathered up and singled out? I’ll tell you how.
At pre-set times, a stud was trotted out from his
stall past the mares. They would gallop to the
fence, ears pricked forward, snorting thrilled little
snorts, tails a-swish. And there they would stay,
lined up and hopeful.
It was a simple matter to clip leads onto halters and bring the chosen mares out to the auction block. Once that was accomplished, Mr. Love
was led back to his stall until it was five minutes
to curtain, whereupon he was trotted out again,
ever the sight for sore eyes. Each mare whinnied

Flirting is natural.
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and batted her large, luminous eyes at him, and
he arched his neck and pranced and pawed the
ground for them.
Flirting comes natural to animals. But we are
not animals! We are not beasts, are we? Oh, yes,
we are. We have many other synapses snapping in
our grey matter, many more threads of thought
and feeling running up and down and around our
spinal cord. But we are animals.
Let’s get our minds out of the gutter and
think not of animal nature as limited to love as
sex. Love is loyalty. Love is admiration. Love is
shared values, like humor. Love is romance, a
quality not limited to another person. There is
romance with place, romance with music, dance,
light, literature, theater, film, sport, architecture,
fashion, a particular skillset.
Why, I know someone who remarks with great
feeling about a guy he knows who is an artist with
a bulldozer. Apparently, the operator in question
could carve a Rodin out of the hard, cold, clay in
your back yard. Not that there is much call for
that, but say you want a patio and the chosen spot
is near your septic system. Well, a man with talent
like that is invaluable.
I venture to say a really good CPA shapes a masterpiece of deductions out of the swampy morass
of required taxes, but perhaps that’s a stretch. The
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point is that we live in love. Even the most stingy
curmudgeon has a favorite chair.
All too often, I think, we are oblivious to that
love. We seem very aware, though, of current or
planned rules about behavior. We want the rules!
Those rules seem to imply that love is not what’s
around us. Instead, what’s around us is fetid air
in this, a ruined forest of treachery and bad faith.
If we just follow the rules like breadcrumbs, they
will get us somewhere. But where?
Our animal nature cannot and should not be
excised, but we are not as fortunate as other animals. Other animals carry on within a pre-determined calendar. January begins the dating season
for horses. For coyotes and skunks, it’s February.
Overtures begun in these times are quite serious.
There is nothing playful or whimsical about the
whole business.
Perhaps if we had a breeding month we could
more easily judge each other’s motives, and arm
ourselves with either weapons or fresh linens.
Our libidos have never had it this easy.
No doubt the feminism movement shook things
up. Some say sexual liberation removed the inhibitions men felt in the good old days. That may be
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in lust. That’s true. But not always. When young
and stupid, a colt might sidle up to filly only to
learn early that a horse’s kick is a powerful force
localized in one small area. A very strategic area.
A tender area.
This lesson lasts a lifetime. An adult, mature
stallion learns the signs. His ardor drains away
completely if the object of his affection is not in
the mood. He shrinks away, for real.
And for most people, if the sign says “no means
no,” it’s honored. If it’s not, I see no problem enforcing a lesson that will last a lifetime. If someone is so stupid as to be unable to distinguish between when love comes to town or when, instead,
it’s calling for a can of whoop-ass, then I say any
punitive consequences are instructive.
But all this is worst case, the very, very flat end
on the bell curve, a bell curve with a probability
distribution having certain characteristics, like
blushing introductions, exciting first dates, happy
coincidences, happy endings.

ANNE COLEMAN JOHNSON

true, but that can’t be the end of the story.
About those mares. You may nurse the idea that
a stallion is a raging, uncontrollable thing, roiling
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I love to watch people, which is lucky, because I waitress. I am happy to report that people still respond to each other. They stare just a
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When you are young, love or desire can also be a
powerful force localized in one small area. Even if
very much wanted, it might not work out. Sometimes healing is required afterwards. But if you
live through that first kick, you can live through
just about anything. Life will still hold mystery
and delight, just wait and see. You may regret
your ignorance, but don’t curse your innocence.
Embrace your bad self, and flirt with life for the
rest of your life.
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Lesson in love
The allure of
unrequited infatuation
by John Burdick

I

t was in the captain’s library aboard a
cruise ship bound for the island of Bermuda
that I experienced a crowning epiphany about
the nature of romantic love. It struck as I sat
reading in an upholstered brown armchair
designed for the captain in me. Memory has it
as a squeaky faux-leather wing chair in the manner
of Gillows of Lancaster—stiff, practically virginal.
The extravagantly slow and expensive Internet
stations were on the other side of the room, and
thus so were all the people. On the wooden table
at my side were arrayed antiqued nautical instruments, the tactile tech of another age—a Navy sextant, a mariner’s stormglass, a brass cardan compass: shiny, dubiously heavy to the hand, available
at Brookstone and Air Mall.
What are the odds of anything real, much less
a soul-rocking moment of self-recognition, happening aboard a cruise liner, those insular and
mobile troughs of gluttony and middlebrow diversions with one coat of surface pretense applied,
themed old-world elegance or Vegas glitz, take
your pick? What were the odds that those books
on the shelves of the captain’s private collection
even had words printed on the pages? What the
odds that the volumes were discrete volumes at
all and not a textured one-piece wall façade like a
quarter-inch-deep adhesive-backed sheet of fake
brick and mortar? “Classics of the West,” available
in eight-by-six-foot segments or cut to suit?
The books were real and not high-relief wall
treatment: digest versions of Treasure Island,
Gulliver’s Travels, and Plato’s Symposium with
gilded pages unfingered, all no doubt bought at
one time from one corporate vendor. Among the
titles, I smiled at an odd and disarming one: The
Notebooks of Goethe. For a person with a lit background and several fast-receding state-institution
degrees, I am embarrassingly monolingual and
ignorant of continental literature and philosophy.
I was Coleridge’s stooge when it came to the Germans. This was how I would enjoy my break from
the kids (my one and my brother’s three), with a
little translated Goethe in bite-size morsels, in
between passes at the Lido deck taco bar and the
five-dollar blackjack table that would close as soon
as we left international waters, so I had to hurry.
The journals of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
reveal the great German Romantic poet, novelist, philosopher, scientist, artist, and statesman
to be, in addition, a serial and suffering infatuant; an amative, limerent swain and lovesucker; a
real hard crusher. He had a lot to say in his notebooks about girls at a distance. At least I think it
was girls. Not that it matters. Dude was as witty as
Wilde and thrice as deep, and my cruise through
his notebooks was full of smiles and a few gasps of
recognition. And then I came upon this straight
truncheon to the solar plexus:
“…And if I love you, what business is that of
yours?”
In these few defiant words, Goethe came across
to me as the Henry Miller of solipsistic obsession.
I saw the gross maladaptation of my youth nailed
with perfection and, in a way, finally dignified.
This was how I learned to love, at so young an
age that I can hardly blame myself for it: at a safe
distance, mostly internally, and with a pristinely
tragic sense of forgone failure that was not only a
part of the feeling of love but most likely its point.
Love was something conducted largely within my
own fevered dome, a transaction mostly (but not
entirely) between the self and itself with a thirdparty catalyst (named, say, Wendy) required but
typically unchanged in the reaction.
Love was elective suffering. Being not fully a solipsist, this love required contact, some actions that
might be construed as pursuit, some progress or at
least a sense of movement in the real world, and finally, even confession and acknowledgement, but

Young Werther: A pioneer of literary pining.

seldom reciprocation and all that might follow it.
Heavens, no. That was for real people, not for me.
So if the point was not contact or conquest or
congress, what was it? It had something to do
with a state of emotional and creative fertility, a
chemical high maintained at great expense and
with precipitously diminishing returns. It turns
out — who knew? — that “girl, you are the occasion of a love process within me” is one of the least
effective lines ever, but, even so, it is more effective
than just standing around looking bummed and
hoping she’ll notice, which was plan A. As the love
falls further and further from plausibility, it takes
more and more effort to maintain the feeling and
to ward off complete despair. Indeed, it becomes
a full-time job.
By the end, this kind of love is almost entirely
incapacitating. Like an ex-smoker might look
back upon his smoking days, romanticizing the
reliability of the satisfaction and pleasure and
conveniently forgetting the sinus infections, the
grueling drills of addiction, the social stigma,
and the accumulating despair and powerlessness,
so is the infatuant likely to remember the sparkling high and the beauty and unique character
of the beloved, leaving out the dregs-end bottom
achieved every time.
Infatuation may be celebrated by poets for its
muse-like properties, but remember how that
other great Romantic poet Wordsworth described poetry: the spontaneous overflow of emo-

tion recollected in tranquility. When Goethe’s
love is hot, there is no tranquility. It strips the
nutrients from your food, fills your hours with
repetitive visions and incantations, and becomes its own all-consuming work, oeuvre and
opus. If they arrive at all, the by-products of art
typically come when the fever has long passed.
I write now with the confidence of someone who
did eventually breach the gulf with only a modest developmental delay, who learned to act and
express, and to receive love and not merely boil it
in my skull. Yes, I am long, happily, meaningfully
married, shut up. Still I fear I could fall back to
the old model and any time, so deep its resonances
in me, and capable as I am, even still, of a silent,
yielding retreat into worlds of my own design.
It was a pretty perfect revelation amidst all the
phoniness and empty calories of a cruise ship,
when you think about it. Mere days after debarkation, I took that Goethe quote, added the word
“girl” in the middle, and made it the payoff line in
a stylized, three-minute Merseybeat-inspired pop
song called “I Give Up.” Is the song any good? I
don’t know. You tell me:
https://thesweetclementines.bandcamp.com/
track/i-give-up.
All I know is that, as the final useful yield of a
youth spent wanting, pining, and crying my eyes
out, I’ll take it, give all the thanks to Goethe, and
move along. No regrets, for it really was love, as
best as I could manage it at the time.
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Of love and the river
by Sparrow

I

don’t have a dog or a cat, but I do have a
river. Ninety feet from my front door is the
Esopus. (I realize this waterway is technically a “creek,” but I see it as a river because
it attains heroic stature.) Almost every day I
stand on the banks of the Esopus and gaze.
Sometimes mergansers live on my stretch of the
water. What a pleasant life they have! They fly upstream for a while and then float back down, contentedly bobbing like the tubers of summertime.
(You know what I mean by “tubers,” don’t you?
Festive vacationers floating on big inner tubes, often while hoisting a Budweiser. In July, I’ll hear
their ecstatic cries from my living room, and once
or twice a wet, lost tuber has appeared at my door,
begging directions. I myself have never ventured
onto the Esopus in a tube, the way Manhattanites
never visit the Empire State Building.)
The river is named for the Esopus tribe of the
Lenape, the Native Americans who lived here before the Dutch colonizers came. Quite possibly,
the Esopus were fly-fishing these waters for centuries.
Lately I’ve noticed how closely the patterns in a
flowing river resemble wood grain. Is there a cosmic law governing both phenomena – some variant of the Fibonacci Series, perhaps?
Sometimes a fisherman and I will stand on opposite sides of the Esopus, lost in our separate
daydreams. He’ll be thinking of trout, and I’ll be
writing a poem like:
Four Paradoxes
A river that can’t be crossed
A door that will not open
A mountain too high to climb
A featureless face
Once, across the river, I saw two guys pulling up
large rocks and loading them into a pickup truck.
Is it illegal to steal a boulder, I wondered. Not that I’d report rock thieves
in any case. I’m not a snitch.
This autumn, for the first time, I observed the flaming colors of the trees
on the far bank reflected in the Esopus,
plus happy yellow leaves floating towards the Atlantic. I’ve also seen twigs,
branches, and one day a pink rubber
sandal – the kind we call a “flip-flop”
– upside-down, sailing by. In a Hollywood movie, this would have been the
prelude to a tragedy, but in real life it
was more likely a comedy: a ten-yearold girl slipped and lost her footwear.

VIOLET SNOW

pet-bird. And once I saw a large black bear on the
banks of the Esopus, peering into the streaming
water as if searching for a fish. Suddenly she dived
into the river.
A bear doesn’t swim like a dog, paddling forward, but rather just drifts through the water like
a floating rug. For bears, even swimming is effortless.

One night I passed him around 8:45, as he was
packing up his gear. I saw a metal can beside him.
“You caught something?” I asked.
He pulled out a fish, still alive, more than a foot
long – maybe 16 inches?
“Is it a trout?”
“No, it’s a sucker.”
The creature was dark, slimy, and resembled a
human organ – a kidney or a pancreas – wrenched from a body.

Being in love with a person is a little like watching a
river. Sometimes your wife rushes around like the
Esopus after a rainstorm. Sometimes she moves
through the house slowly, contentedly. Some days
you can see in her a reﬂection of the great sky.

The river’s color varies from green to gray,
sometimes with bluish tints; after a rainstorm, it’s
a muddy red-brown. Also, I listen to the waters.
Near the shore, the river makes a rubbing sound,
but the rapids just downstream produce a noise
like applause.
One afternoon I startled a bald eagle, which rose
from a bush into the sky with improbable slowness, flapping its wings like a mechanical Mup-
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On the other side of the river was The Black
Bear Campground (really!). I followed the bear as
she climbed out among the picnic tables and began searching for a stray bag of Doritos. The last
campers had been punctilious, however, and left
no litter. I watched as the bear grew increasingly
disgruntled – as if recognizing that the campground was named after her. (“This is the Black
Bear Campground, and I’m the goddamn Black
Bear!”)
On summer evenings a Russian fisherman
stands with an extra-long pole upon the bridge
into Phoenicia every evening, smoking cigarettes.

Twice the Esopus flooded my
garage: once after Hurricane
Irene, and once the day Pope
John Paul died (April 2, 2005).
I measured the mud-line both
times. The first was 26 inches, the
second 27 inches. For the 2003
flood my wife, Violet Snow, and I
had warning, and moved most of
the boxes higher up, but for the
second flood we were in Brooklyn
and could not protect our archives. Dozens of cassette tapes were destroyed, and dozens of books.
CDs and phonograph records, however, may be
washed and retrieved. A month ago I bathed a
recording of my favorite Broadway musical, Stephen Sondheim’s Into the Woods. The songs were
as witty and heart-piercing as ever:
Don’t you know what’s out there in the world?
Someone has to shield you from the world.
Stay at home;
I am home.
Who out there could love you more than I?
(That’s the Witch singing “Stay With Me” to Rapunzel).
I am an amateur artist, and I still draw on card
stock that was muddied by the river’s waters, so
the Esopus and I are artistic collaborators. I like
drawing cowboys and angels around her expressive brown streaks.
After each storm, the river comes closer to
our house. When we moved here in 2003, there
were railroad tracks on the riverbank. The first
flood mangled the steel, and eventually the debris
was carted off. A river can be as destructive as aerial bombardment.
Being in love with a person is a little like watching a river. Sometimes your wife rushes around
like the Esopus after a rainstorm. Sometimes she
moves through the house slowly, contentedly.
Some days you can see in her a reflection of the
great sky.
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Gina Maloney, left, and a Woodland Valley forest wedding she planned.

The wedding planner
Gina Maloney strives
to express “a collaboration
of everything I have inside me”
by Ann Hutton

T

he execution of a perfect wedding — from wistful wishes to goodbye waves — requires great skills.
Being a wedding planner requires
an overarching talent for intimately
connecting with couples for months
before the event and serving them concentratedly on the wedding day. Their wishes and preferences must be considered in the coordination of
decorators and florists, caterers, sound and music
professionals, photographers, site management,
guest and participant hospitality, and a lot of other things. All manner of glitches must be recognized and instantly remedied.
This is not a task for the faint-hearted. But it
is for the brave-hearted, as Gina Maloney of Gina
Maloney Events in Woodstock demonstrates. Offering full-service design and event planning in a
wide range of locations, her company has produced
all sorts of celebrations — dinners, birthdays, anniversaries, showers, bar and bat mitzvahs, sweet
sixteens, confirmations, holiday parties — for the
past seven years.
Maloney’s operational mantra involves ascertaining what is wanted and needed by her clients,
and then working to deliver even more. She’s always had a passion for design, starting a menswear company (with a partner) straight out of college. Booking a million dollars’ worth of orders on
their first foray into the New York fashion world
forced the partners to figure out how to bring a
product to market.
Her focus on intense engagement in fulfilling a
client’s expectations has always worked for Maloney. After running that company for four years,
she went to work for Diesel Jeans, managing their
West Coast and East Coast showrooms. She honed
the organizational, interpersonal and design skills
she now uses in wedding and event production. “I
worked 70-hour weeks for several years,” she explains. “I wore a million hats, not only designing
and merchandising but also working with clients
and overseeing production.”
After three years with Dolce Gabbana, she left
the fashion business to dedicate herself to being a
mom. As her children grew. Maloney put her energy into charity work in the Hudson Valley, wondering how she might reinvent herself career-wise
and still balance work with family life.

a wedding through Hurricane Sandy. It hit right
When a friend asked her to consider doing a
at ceremony time. We stopped the ceremony — it
wedding in the Catskills, her first concern was
became so stormy with lightning and wind. We
that she had no background in wedding planning.
brought everybody into a barn and continued with
It became her first gig, anyway. Her husband told
everyone standing in a circle. To this day, it’s one
her to just be herself.
of my favorite ceremonies. It was so intense and
That wedding, a three-day extravaganza procrazy and scary. Like the Wizard of Oz had hit us!
duced in three months, turned out to be a gift that
It became so powerful having everyone so close in
changed her life. “If I can make this caliber of clithe circle, literally sending their love to the couple.
ent happy and have a ball doing it…” she thought.
It was extraordinary.”
Now, 95 percent of her business consists of proAccommodating different religious traditions
ducing weddings. “You spend nine months to a
and restrictions are a part of making events work,
year with these couples and their families. You betoo. Some priests will not perform a ceremony
come very close. When the wedding ends, you stay
outside a church. For one Catholic
in touch. If you can make somecouple, Maloney organized a preone’s life beautiful and happy
‘I can’t imagine an idea
wedding dinner and ceremony,
and take the stress away — to me
the next day by a Sunday
that’s such a blessing. When you
to which I’d say, “it’s not followed
brunch with a mass. “Then the
are in the wedding weekend, it’s
possible.” In my book,
couple went to a Catholic Church
all joy and love and seeing the
for a church ceremony,” she says.
emotion that everyone has, beanything is possible.’
“The most important things I’ve
ing privy to it, calming nerves
been privy to for a Jewish wedwhen needed. I shoot from the
ding, for example, are the huppah
heart, and I’m intuitive. It’s a
with the fabric on top that represents the home,
collaboration of everything I have inside me.”
the shawls, the torah, the signing of the ketubah.
Maloney describes the logistics involved. “WedI find it all to be so beautiful. It’s really sacred in
ding days are a good 16 hours of work,” she says.
that moment. I treat it as such.”
“You and your crew are on your feet and running
What about new trends in wedding and event
for hours.” A lot of weddings she does are on priplanning? Maloney mentions incorporating firevate estates, out in the middle of fields. Her crew
works into a celebration or preparing an extraordibrings in all the infrastructure needed. “Those
nary cuisine for guests to enjoy outdoors. “I think
particular weddings often go late — 2 to 3 a.m.
clients are looking for something different — not
— so we’re on site until 7 a.m. to break everything
your typical ballroom wedding,” she says. “They want
down, make sure all the vendors show up and
more of an experience, even for the entire weekend,
leave the property [as it was].”
such as finding a beautiful location for glamping.
Two producers have been with her for years. She
She’s been working with Gather Greene, a nacalls in others for extra styling, whatever. On bigture venue in Coxsackie with beautiful tiny housger jobs she hires more people. She’s worked with
es, modern and unique. A wedding party is litermost of her vendors for a long time.
ally camping together out in the forest.
“If you’ve got a really good team, everything
Maloney did a beautiful wedding up in Woodshould go smoothly. 99 percent of the time it does,”
land Valley where her team trucked in teepees
she said. “When it’s doesn’t, you’ve got to figure
and put them together for a dining room. They
out how to fix it without disturbing the client.”
brought in a lighting company that hung disco
She booked eleven weddings this past summer.
balls 50 feet up in the trees. The push of a button
If she goes above that next year, she’ll have to hire
created a light show with the trees changing colmore producers. Though she’d love to take on all the
ors. The sky’s the limit.
jobs she can, Maloney never wants to disappoint
“I can’t imagine an idea to which I’d say, ‘it’s not
anyone. “I’ll only take on what I know I can juggle.”
possible,’” declares Maloney. “In my book, anyThe company offers boutique services to augthing is possible. And I really have been blessed
ment the standard necessities, including the rental
with fun clients. I think it’s all about growing and
of special equipment — teepees from Montana,
developing. I’ve always been that way. Sometimes
anyone? — and even of whole estates. Maloney creit takes me a while to see the vision, and when I
ates “a good plan B that everyone’s going to be comdo, I’m ready to jump. I can’t help but go after it.”
fortable with” in case of bad weather. The vendors
Maloney’s execution of any event is right on
have to be okay being out in the elements. All has
target. She eliminates stress and puts to death all
to be comfortable for the couple and for the guests.
worries over how it’s going to turn out. One might
Disruption for the participants must be minimized.
just say: she kills it.
You can’t anticipate everything. “I actually did
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Our heart is with
yours. Here.
HealthAlliance Hospital, a member of the
Westchester Medical Center Health Network,
is now home to the Heart & Vascular Institute—the largest
multi-specialty cardiovascular practice in the Hudson Valley.
Now, you have local access to exceptional care for a full spectrum
of heart-related conditions. Plus, a seamless connection to advanced cardiovascular
services at WMCHealth’s ﬂagship Westchester Medical Center.

For questions or appointments,
call 845-210-5600 or visit
WMCHealth.org/Heart

Advancing Care. Here.
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